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PwC’s Analytic App

Growth Radar
Profitable growth in uncertain, changing times

The challenge
Companies are looking to grow both locally within their own countries and regions, and

internationally, far from their home base. They may seek fast

countries where they already do business, or

conglomerates of the emerging world also want to expand into developed markets.

Growth Radar helps in two ways: It identifies markets of interest, and it s
alternatives under different socio
evaluation of different growth strategies
as well as data from Subject Matter Experts in each market.

Growth Radar
The Growth Radar analytic

focusing scarce resources on the set of markets that can provide the greatest return for a given dollar

of investment. The Growth Radar is a logically intuitive analytical model that systemati

and prioritizes markets, either within a country or in countries around

political risk, regulatory uncertainty, and consumer and business confidence which enhance the

quality of the analysis.
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Growth Radar uses
over 600 metrics
across Financial
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Retail & Consumer,
Entertainment,
Media, and
Communications
sectors

Used to prioritize
over 150 countries
for growth and
investment
opportunities
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PwC’s Analytic App

Growth Radar
Profitable growth in uncertain, changing times

The challenge
Companies are looking to grow both locally within their own countries and regions, and

internationally, far from their home base. They may seek fast-growing new segments

countries where they already do business, or in high-growth emerging mar

conglomerates of the emerging world also want to expand into developed markets.

helps in two ways: It identifies markets of interest, and it s
under different socio-economic and political circumstances

of different growth strategies. It takes into account both qualitative and quantitative data
from Subject Matter Experts in each market.

Growth Radar
The Growth Radar analytic app developed by PwC supports companies’ growth aspirations by

focusing scarce resources on the set of markets that can provide the greatest return for a given dollar

of investment. The Growth Radar is a logically intuitive analytical model that systemati

and prioritizes markets, either within a country or in countries around

country’s attractiveness along three

dimensions—

– to come up with a relative “market

attractiveness score.” The

input from a combination of 15 qualitative

and quantitative market indicators (seen on

the outer wheel of the figure), such as socio

economic and political circumstances, GDP

per capita, the size of the industry, and future

demand forecas

Once attractive markets have been identified,

Growth Radar aids in the development of

actionable marketing strategies by

simulating growth patterns under different

scenarios. Growth Radar considers macro

economic parameters, underlying supply

demand dynamics, market and competitive

structure in specific industries, and socio

demographics of a country. It also

incorporates qualitative factors, such as

political risk, regulatory uncertainty, and consumer and business confidence which enhance the

of the analysis.
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Profitable growth in uncertain, changing times

Companies are looking to grow both locally within their own countries and regions, and

growing new segments in markets in

growth emerging markets. Diversified industrial

conglomerates of the emerging world also want to expand into developed markets.

helps in two ways: It identifies markets of interest, and it simulates market expansion
and political circumstances to guide the design and

into account both qualitative and quantitative data

app developed by PwC supports companies’ growth aspirations by

focusing scarce resources on the set of markets that can provide the greatest return for a given dollar

of investment. The Growth Radar is a logically intuitive analytical model that systematically compares

and prioritizes markets, either within a country or in countries around the world. It quantifies a

country’s attractiveness along three

—country, industry, and company

to come up with a relative “market

attractiveness score.” These dimensions use

input from a combination of 15 qualitative

and quantitative market indicators (seen on

the outer wheel of the figure), such as socio-

economic and political circumstances, GDP

per capita, the size of the industry, and future

demand forecasts.

Once attractive markets have been identified,

Growth Radar aids in the development of

actionable marketing strategies by

simulating growth patterns under different

Growth Radar considers macro-

economic parameters, underlying supply-

ynamics, market and competitive

structure in specific industries, and socio-

demographics of a country. It also

incorporates qualitative factors, such as

political risk, regulatory uncertainty, and consumer and business confidence which enhance the
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Business impact
By simulating the outcomes of different growth strategies, Growth Radar helps companies refine and

select the marketing strategies to meet their goals. For example, a medium-sized medical devices firm

with sales in about 50 countries wanted to accelerate international expansion for its products. The

Growth Radar helped leadership identify the greatest potential opportunities for each product.

Moreover, the analysis provided an understanding of the relative balance of risk and opportunity

across countries. The company used this information to define different distribution models by

country.

A large global insurance company, with a presence in over 80 countries, wanted to reposition its

investments following the 2008 financial crisis. Using the Growth Radar, the company prioritized

over 150 countries by looking at a range of macro-, industry-, and corporate-level considerations. The

company focused its investments in 10 high-priority emerging markets and designed tailored growth

strategies for each.

Sample of Growth Radar Analysis
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